What is WideNet?
WideNet

WideNet Features:

supports the exploration and analysis of complex
historical concepts such as the “French Revolution” or the
“Dutch Golden Age.” It aims to find all references to such
periods at a conceptual level by returning the related
events, persons and organisations, and presents these
to the user for further analysis.

- It searches simultaneously for myriad aspects that have
shaped specific historical eras.
- It provides a holistic picture of how these periods are
discussed in Parliament.
- It offers an interface that guides scholars through
various stages of their research: from assessing the
relevance of the found entities to close-reading and
visualisation of the results.

How does it work?
Query Term=Dutch Golden Age, Period = 1570-1700

1. Input Query

dbc:Dutch_Golden_Age

2. WideNet
determines (a) the
root category, and
gathers a network of
subcategories.
(b) After automatically
pruning the subcategory
tree, WideNet returns
all found entities for
investigation.

3. Entity Links

dbc:East_India_Company

dbc:Eighty_Years’_War

dbr:Dutch_Revolt

dbr:Dutch_Republic

The Dutch Revolt led to the birth of the Dutch Republic

How to use the interface?
Preview Results: The user assesses which of the retrieved
subcategories contain relevant entities.The interface
facilitates this task by showing, per subcategory, which
entities are mentioned in the corpus, and how frequently,
as well as which entities did not occur.

Initial Query: The scholar starts by selecting one or several
root categories from a typeahead search box and further
demarcates the query by selecting a time period, which will
be used to prune the underlying entities of the selected
categories.

Close-Reading: after inspecting and selecting relevant
categories of entities, the interface provides an
environment in which the retrieved documents can be
studied up-close.The results can be examined in relation
to parliamentary metadata by, e.g., plotting the
annotations over time or by party.
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